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An Up-Close Look at Cancer on the Move
Device invented by engineers provides unprecedented microscopic view of metastasis. Read more here: http://bit.ly/meta1114

Black Holes Block New Stars
Heat from fast-moving particles prevents cooling that creates new stars. Study suggests. Read more here: http://bit.ly/hole1114

A Gutsy Endeavor
With his “intestines in a dish,” derived from human stem cells, Mark Donowitz is part of a coordinated effort to make lab mice obsolete. Read more here: http://bit.ly/mice1114

How Smart Would Your Phone Be Without University Research?
A new graphic from the Association of American Universities shows the vital university based research that makes smart phones possible. View the graphic here: http://bit.ly/AAU1114
First Look at Mercury Ice

Health

Obama Praises Health Care “Heroes”

CDC Taps Hopkins Medicine to Create Ebola Training Tool
Program will offer guidance on proper donning and safe removal of protective gear, patient monitoring. Read more here: http://bit.ly/CDC1114

Public Health Experts Gather at Johns Hopkins to Discuss Ebola Epidemic
‘The virus is winning hands down’ keynote speaker Michael Osterholm says, urges more action, investment in vaccine research. Read more here: http://bit.ly/ebola1114

Science Out of the Box: Understanding Niche Cells
Johns Hopkins cell biologist Erika Matunis explains how understanding the cells that take care of stem cells may shed light on cancer. Watch it here: http://bit.ly/stem1114

From Trash to Treatment
Study: U.S. Hospitals throw away $15M in unused surgical supplies each year that could save lives in developing countries. Read more here: http://bit.ly/waste1114
Mind Benders
From autism to ALS, scientists at the Brain Science Institute are charting new paths that could fundamentally change the way we approach devastating ailments. Read more here: http://bit.ly/mind1114

Small Spills at Gas Stations Could Cause Significant Public Health Risks Over Time
Soil, groundwater may be imperiled more than previously understood. Read more here: http://bit.ly/gas1114

Addiction: Medical Condition or ‘Moral Failing’?
Drug addiction viewed more negatively than mental illness study shows. Read more here: http://bit.ly/drug1114
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